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Present-day Washington DC. In an election year. Corruption. Terrorist threats. Powerbrokering.
enterprise as usual. even though web balloting software program has existed for years, laptop
geek Thomas Bridger has created the killer app: the safety code that may make it secure for
individuals to vote in political elections utilizing the Internet. Who cares? For starters, the
President of the United States, the FBI, and Bridger's father (a status-quo Senator, firstly
phases of Alzheimer's).But simply having a brand new election-day toy will not elevate voter
turnout. What would? input Leesha Dormont, a 'Ghost Walk' travel advisor in MLK's Selma,
Alabama. A minimum-wage bottom-feeder? Hardly. Seven years ago, Leesha wrote a radicalsome Radical say treasonous-document. the 1st bankruptcy cross-pollinated all around the net
and fired up extra emotions than the Unabomber Manifesto. The twist? nobody is familiar with
Leesha's the author. no longer yet, anyway. And what in regards to the extra chapters that no
one's ever seen?The subsequent presidential election is simply a number of months away, and
it is a race opposed to the calendar. The president and the full intelligence neighborhood
Radical are watching for the subsequent clue-that is, if the election cannot be rigged, or their top
murderer cannot deal with the job. And what concerning the 200,000 those who appear within
the nation's capitol to try the possibilities? Will Bridger and Leesha remain real to their ideals?
Will democracy stop to exist? Washington DC and the realm are approximately to discover out.
discover extra approximately Lewis Faulkner at www.FaulknerFiction.com
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